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Improving the resilience of urban road networks suffering from various disruptions has been a central focus for urban emergence
management. However, to date the effective methods which may mitigate the negative impacts caused by the disruptions, such as
road accidents and natural disasters, on urban road networks is highly insufficient. ,is study proposes a novel adaptive signal
control strategy based on a doubly dynamic learning framework, which consists of deep reinforcement learning and day-to-day
traffic dynamic learning, to improve the network performance by adjusting red/green time split. In this study, red time split is
regarded as extra traffic flow to discourage drivers to use affected roads, so as to reduce congestion and improve the resilience
when urban road networks are subject to different levels of disruptions. In addition, we utilize the convolution neural network as
Q-network to approximate Q values, link flow distribution and link capacity are regarded as the state space, and actions are
denoted as red/green time split. A small network is utilized as a numerical example, and a fixed time signal control and other two
adaptive signal controls are employed for the comparisons with the proposed one. ,e results show that the proposed adaptive
signal control based on deep reinforcement learning can achieve better resilience in most of the cases, particularly in the scenarios
of moderate and severe disruptions. ,is study may shed light on the advantages of the proposed adaptive signal control dealing
with major emergencies compared to others.

1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that urban road networks (URNs)
underpin the prosperity of our society and economy, while
URNs are easily exposed to various internal or external
disruptions [1, 2]. If appropriate and timely measures cannot
be implemented when URNs suffer from these disruptions, a
large amount of loss of life and economic loss would be
incurred. For example, on 1st August 2007, 140,000 daily
vehicle trips were disturbed by the abrupt collapse of the
I-35W bridge over the Mississippi River in Minneapolis.
According to the Minnesota Department of Transportation
[3], the loss was estimated up to $400,000 per day [4]; on 21st

July 2012, the rainstorm in Beijing caused traffic paralysis
within some areas of the city, and this disaster also led to the
deaths of 37 people, with 1.9 million people affected ap-
proximately, and economic loss estimated in tens of billions
RMB [5]. In addition, other types of disruptions, such as
terrorist attacks, traffic accidents, and riots, are all able to
cause huge damage to URNs.,erefore, given the significant
costs caused by disruptions, analysing and improving
resilience of URNs are economically and practically
important.

Although resilience is very important to urban systems,
there is no universal definition concerning resilience of
urban road networks due to the diversity of networked
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systems. Resilience has been studied in different fields, such
as social-ecological systems [6], economics [7], and urban
infrastructure [8]. Particularly, in the field of infrastructure,
resilience can be described with the following four key
characteristics [9, 10]:

(1) Robustness: the inherent strength of or resistance in
a system to withstand external demands without
degradation or loss of functionality

(2) Redundancy: system properties that allow for al-
ternate options, choices, and substitutions under
stress

(3) Resourcefulness: the capacity to mobilize needed
resources and services in an emergency

(4) Rapidity: the speed with which disruption can be
overcome and safety, services, and functionality
stability can be restored

Currently, the above definition for resilience has been
widely used in the field of transportation since such defi-
nition includes several characteristics of resilience. However,
in reality, it is very difficult to combine all characteristics
together to assess the resilience within one model frame-
work, for example, Lhomme et al. [11] and Wang et al. [12]
utilized the redundancy and rapidity to evaluate the resil-
ience of traffic networks, respectively. In this study, we define
resilience of URNs as the ability to recover to a stable state
after various disruptions. Two characteristics of resilience
are used to assess the resilience of URNs, that is, robustness
and rapidity; in other words, our modelling and quantitative
index for resilience require to take into account these as key
performance indicators (KPIs) of resilience.

It is also expected that resilience of transport networks is
measured in many ways. ,e minority of existing research
explores resilience from the perspective of qualitative analysis.
For example, Hughes and Healy [13] proposed a qualitative
method to assess resilience of transport networks in New
Zealand based on principles such as redundancy and adap-
tation. ,e method consists of many measures which are
scored from 1 (very low) to 4 (very high). Meanwhile, the
majority of research concerning resilience of transport net-
works focuses on quantitative analysis; to be more specific,
these quantitative studies are conducted from two perspec-
tives: topology-based model and mathematical program-
ming-based model [14, 15]. In general, topology-based
models mainly utilize some indices based on complex net-
work theory to assess resilience, such as average path length
[11], betweenness centrality [16], and giant connected com-
ponent [17]. However, these topology-based measures tend to
ignore the realistic characteristics of transport networks such
as travel demand, road capacity, and traveller’s behaviours,
although such measures can be easily understood and effi-
ciently computed. By contrast, research based on mathe-
matical programming models is able to cover these realistic
characteristics. Omer et al. [18] proposed a Networked In-
frastructure Resiliency Assessment (NIRA) framework to
assess resilience of networked infrastructure, and they
assessed resilience based on the calculations before and after
disruptions. Following this, Bhavathrathan and Patil [19]

proposed an indicator to access the resilience of the road
network suffering from recurring capacity disruptions, which
is calculated based on the ratio between the minimum pos-
sible expected system travel time (ESTT) at the state without
disruptions and the ESTTat the critical stage.,e critical-state
ESTT is obtained from a minimax program. Nogal et al. [20]
utilized the normalized area over the exhaustion curve, which
is obtained from a dynamic restricted equilibrium model, to
investigate the resilience of a traffic network experiencing
extreme weather. In addition, a bilevel, three-stage stochastic
mathematical program with partial user equilibrium con-
straints is proposed to investigate the travel time resilience of
the network under different disaster scenarios [21]. Wang
et al. [12] developed a day-to-day toll scheme to analyse and
optimize the resilience of traffic systems after a disruption,
and rapidity is used as an indicator of resilience.

,e number of measures and indices for the resilience of
networked systems is therefore considerable. Amongst re-
search related to resilience analysis, how to utilize intelligent
control measures such as adaptive signal control (ASC) to
enhance the resilience of URNs suffering from disruptions
has been a central focus. As a main tool to manage traffic,
adaptive signal control is able to improve the performance of
URNs and mitigate congestion and delays by adjusting the
red/green time split, namely, the signal plan, according to
traffic flow detected in real time.

Webster [22] was one of the first to explore how to model
the signal settings and how such settings affect the traffic flow
on a single junction. Following this, Robertson [23] developed a
model (TRANSYT) which optimizes the whole network of
traffic signals. However, these are all based on a very unrealistic
fundamental assumption, that is, the chosen signal setting does
not affect the route choices of drivers. In order to seek mutual
interactions of traffic assignment and signal controls, many
studies related to these have emerged. Allsop [24], Gartner [25],
Smith [26, 27], and Dickson [28] are regarded as the earliest
scholars who explored combinationmodels of route choice and
signal controls. Allsop [24] explored the relationship between
the signal control and the route choice, and Gartner [25] re-
alized that signal control may influence the demand pattern
and thus improve the system-oriented total cost, although the
assumption is that the route choice is insensitive to signal
control, namely, route choice is fixed in his study. Dickson [28]
investigated how signal settings at signalized junctions influ-
ence the route flow at the equilibrium state by taking into
account the optimization of total travel cost. Meneguzzer [29]
combined signal controls with stochastic user equilibrium
(SUE) to study a combined traffic assignment and control
(CTAC) problem. ,e purpose is to develop a methodological
framework to evaluate the effectiveness of different adaptive
signal controls with different levels of user information. Maher
et al. [30] proposed a bilevel program including traffic signal
optimization on congested networks and stochastic user
equilibrium assignment.

Nowadays, two main adaptive signal control strategies
exist. ,e first is an equisaturation policy [22], which is one
of the oldest signal controls used to adjust traffic, and the
second one is a P0 policy [26, 27, 31], which is less con-
ventional and more recent. ,ese two signal controls are
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introduced in Section 2.2 in detail. ,e rationale for this
policy is to reduce the green time split for the approaches
with congested traffic and encourage more drivers to use
routes with less traffic flow. In this way, the capacity of the
network can be efficiently used. ,e exploration of the
combination of traffic assignment and signal controls has
been a central focus in the field of traffic control. Adaptive
signal control (ASC) may facilitate the mitigation of con-
gestion and traffic delay.

,is study proposes a novel adaptive signal control
method based on a doubly dynamic learning framework to
improve the resilience of URNs when suffering from dis-
ruptions, and this learning framework consists of day-to-day
traffic dynamic model and deep reinforcement learning.
Day-to-day (DTD) dynamics can be used to describe and
predict the daily evolution of traffic flows and drivers’
learning processes on route costs, and the DTD dynamic
model is adopted in this study because such an assignment
method is so flexible that a wide range of behaviour rules,
levels of aggregation, control measures, and various traffic
models can be integrated within the same modelling
framework [32, 33]. In this study, the resilience of URNs is
observed from the perspective of the evolution of day-to-day
traffic and quantified with the RAI index; various signal
controls and distinct learning process are also incorporated
into the model in order to demonstrate how adaptive signal
controls (ASCs) improve the resilience by adjusting red/
green time split when suffering from disruptions. For the
detailed discussions on day-to-day traffic dynamic models,
refer to Smith [34], Friesz et al. [35], Cantarella and Cascetta
[36], Watling [37], Zhang and Nagurney [38], and Peeta and
Yang [39]. In addition, deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
is a relatively new concept and is the combination of deep
learning and reinforcement learning. It has been used to
solve many complex decision-making problems that were
out of the scope for a machine [40]. El-Tantawy et al. [41]
summarized the work using reinforcement learning to
control traffic signals from 1997 to 2010. ,ey mentioned
that reinforcement learning is limited to tabular Q-learning,
discrete state space is only used for small-scale systems, and
the complex nature of traffic at intersections cannot be
described well. In this study, DRL is used to combine with
the DTD dynamic model to output optimal red/green time
split, so as to improve the network performance of URNs
against disruptions. DRL is able to handle complicated tasks
with lower prior knowledge, even in high-dimensional space
[40]; therefore, it has many potential applications in real
world, such as robotics [42], autonomous driving [43], and
economics [44]. For the detailed discussions onDRL, refer to
Vincent et al. [40] and El-Tantawy et al. [41].

,e aim of this study is to propose a novel adaptive signal
control (ASC) strategy based on the DTD dynamic model
and deep reinforcement learning (DRL) so as to improve the
resilience of URNs suffering from different levels of dis-
ruptions, which captures the day-to-day learning behaviours
of drivers and complex nature of traffic flow evolution and
signal setting at intersections. Here, several signal control
strategies are combined with the DTD traffic model by
transforming the red time split into extra flow to illustrate

the mechanism how ASC guides traffic flow to less affected
routes when disruptions occur. ,e proposed ASC is
compared with P0, equisaturation, and fixed time signal
control strategies to present its efficiency in improving the
resilience of the URN after disruptions.

,e remaining of this study is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the methodology used in this study,
which includes the proposed ASC based on a doubly dy-
namic learning framework, three components of the DTD
dynamic model: route perception updating model, route
choice model, and network loading model, and ASC based
on deep reinforcement learning; other existing ASC
methods and a relative area index (RAI) for quantifying
resilience are introduced in detail. In Section 3, a numerical
case study is presented to show traffic evolutions of the
network under different levels of disruptions with different
ASC strategies and to examine the effects of these signal
controls in improving the resilience after the disruptions.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Methodology

,is section mainly introduces the methodology used in
this study. A novel adaptive signal control strategy based on
a doubly dynamic learning framework, which consists of
deep reinforcement learning and traffic day-to-day dy-
namic learning, is introduced in detail. In addition, two
existing adaptive signal controls and a relative area index
(RAI) used for quantifying resilience of URNs are intro-
duced briefly.

2.1. Adaptive Signal Control Strategy Based on a Doubly
Dynamic Learning Framework

2.1.1. Traffic Model with Day-to-Day Dynamic Learning.
In this study, the traffic model with day-to-day dynamic
learning refers to the day-to-day (DTD) traffic dynamic
model, which is able to be used to capture daily dynamic
evolution of traffic flows via drivers’ learning process on route
perceptions. One of the advantages of the DTD dynamic
model is that it is most appropriate for analysing traffic
equilibration processes due to their flexibility in accommo-
dating a wide range of behaviour rules, levels of aggregation,
and various traffic models to be integrated within the same
modelling framework [32]. ,e DTD model mainly consists
of three components: route perception updating model, route
choice model, and network loading model.

Assume there is a general urban road network, G(N, A),
whereN is a set of nodes andA is a set of links. Here,W is used
to denote a set of origin-destination (OD) pairs, and an OD
pair is denoted as (i, j) ∈W. Following this, we use Tij to
denote a fixed travel demand. In addition, hr

t and cr
t denote the

flow and unit travel cost on route r ∈ R on day t, respectively,
and R represents the set of routes for OD pair (i, j) ∈W.

(1) Route Perception Updating Model. For the DTD traffic
model, two types of route perception updating model exist
[45]; drivers’ perceptions on the routes for the first type of
model depend on the measured costs of a finite number of
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previous days, while the second type updates drivers’ per-
ceptions on routes only based on the perceived cost and actual
cost of the previous day [37]. Given that the first type uses
weight to represent the influence level of previous days’ cost
on the route cost, the complexity of the model increases.
Hence, we employ the second one developed byWalting [46],
as shown in the following equation:

x
r
t � x

r
t−1 + α c

r
t−1 − x

r
t−1( , α ∈(0, 1)), (1)

where xr
t and cr

t−1 are perceived and actual route cost on route
r on day t and day t − 1, respectively, and α represents the
sensitivity of the route cost on the current day to the route cost
on the previous day. α is a constant, and a smaller value for α
indicates a stronger habitual tendency of drivers. In this study,
this equation reflects drivers’ day-to-day learning process.

(2) Route Choice Model. In this study, drivers’ route choice
behaviours are modelled with the logit model [47], and the
proportion of drivers choosing route r on day t, Pr

t , is shown
as follows:

P
r
t �

1

1 + l∈Ri,j
e
θ xr

t − xl
t( )

, ∀r ∈ Ri,j, (2)

where Ri,j is the set of routes connecting OD pair (i, j) ∈W

and θ represents the sensitivity of perceived route cost dif-
ferences to the proportion of drivers using the route. θ is also
termed the dispersion parameter by Prashker and Bekhor
[48], which can be related to the quality of information.

Based on equation (2), flow assignment via the route
choice for aggregate flow can be shown as follows:

ht � Ti,jP
r

xt( , ∀r ∈ Ri,j, i, j ∈W. (3)

According to Daganzo and Sheffi [49], route flow h can
follow a stochastic user equilibrium when the model reaches
convergence.

(3) Network Loading Model. In this study, the link flow ua
t on

link a ∈ A on day t is able to be derived from the path flow hr
t

and is shown as follows:
u

a
t � 

r∈R
δa,r · h

r
t , ∀a ∈ A. (4)

δa,r is a link-route incident matrix:

δa,r �
1 if a belongs to r,

0 if a does not belong to r.
 (5)

Afterwards, link cost can be obtained by the following
function:

Ca � Ca u
a
t( , ∀a ∈ A, (6)

where Ca is the link travel cost function, which is assumed to
be continuous and monotonically increasing. Bureau of
Public Roads (BPR) [50] is used as the link cost function:

Ca u
a
t(  � Aa 1 + B

ua
t

Ka

 

φ

 , ∀a ∈ A, (7)

where Aa and Ka are free-flow time and link capacity, re-
spectively, and B and φ are parameters. Following this, path
cost is obtained with the following equation:

cr � 
aεA

Caδa,r, ∀a ∈ A. (8)

,e above process is known as the network loading
problem. Mathematically, the network loading can be
summarized as

ct � c
r
t( r∈R,

ut � u
a
t( a∈A,

c
r
t � 

a∈A
δa,r · Ca ut( , for all r ∈ R.

(9)

,is network loading process is used here to reflect the
relationship between route cost and link flow.

(4) Integrating Signal Control Strategies into the Traffic
Model. In the study, we assume that the signal light located at
the intersections has two phases: red and green, and the sum
of red time and green time split for a given link i is equal to 1,
namely, rli

� 1 − gli
. Here, red/green time split represents

the proportion of red/green time split for the link from the
macroperspective.

In order to integrate different ASC strategies into the
DTD traffic model, red time split can be regarded as extra
traffic flow on roads. In the study, red time split based on
different ASC strategies can be added into the BPR function
as extra flow, which is mathematically presented as follows:

Ca u
a
t(  � Aa 1 + B

ua
t + βra

lt

Ka

 

φ

 , ∀a ∈ A, (10)

where ra
lt
is the red time split on link a on day t and β is a

parameter used for conversion from the red time split to link
flow.

2.1.2. Adaptive Signal Control (ASC) Based on Deep Rein-
forcement Learning. ,is section introduces how deep re-
inforcement learning (DRL) is employed to self-adaptive
signal controls. DRL may give better intelligence to adaptive
signal control by more accurately capturing action char-
acteristics. Here, we use deep Q-learning network (DQN) to
learn how red/green time split of signal controls impacts
traffic flow in the network.

(1) Deep Q-Learning Model. In general, the daily state
characteristics of a road network are provided as the input of
the DQN, and the DQN takes actions based on the highest
score among all actions and inputs the actions into the en-
vironment to obtain the state on the next day. In order to solve
the problem for unstable training, a deep Q-learning model
with experience replay and target networks is designed to learn
how traffic signals respond to variations of link flow.,e deep
Q-learning model used in the study is shown in Figure 1.
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(2) Definitions of Elements for the DQN Applied to Traffic
Signal Control. In the study, elements of the DQN are de-
fined as follows:

Agent (Ag): adaptive traffic signal in the road network
Environment (E): an urban road network (URN)
Policy (po): choosing specific red/green time split
((rlt+1

, glt+1
) ∈ (0, 1)) for the next day when agents are at

state s

State (s): the capacity and traffic flow of each link of the
URN are defined as the state, which can be represented
as a tensor set st � [Kt, ut], where Kt and ut are the
capacity and flow of links, respectively
Action (ac): red/green time split on the next day
Reward (re): relative area index (RAI) used for
quantifying the resilience of URNs and the number of
time steps (days) that the road network recovers to a
new equilibria state

In themodel, the adaptive traffic signal lights (agents) are
used to output the red time split, which is calculated based
on the link capacity and flow in the road network (envi-
ronment). ,e DQN utilizes Q value to replace the rewards
in the Markov decision process (MDP). According to
Bellman’s equations, Q value can be calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:

Q st, act
  � R st, act

  + cmaxQ st+1, act+1
 , c ∈ (0, 1),

(11)

where c is a discount factor, which represents the tradeoff
between future and current rewards. ,e DQN chooses the
red time split for each link at intersections for the next time
step based onQ-scores. In the model, a convolutional neural
network (CNN) is used to approximate the Q-function,
which is presented as follows:

Q s, ac: w(  ≈ Q s, ac( , (12)

where w is the parameter of the CNN. w starts with random
initialization. At the beginning of each training step, the
CNN collects the state information as the input of the neural
network; afterwards, it uses the forward process to generate
Q value at the output layer of the CNN.

(3) Red Time Split. After the CNN generates the Q value, the
traffic signal lights (agents) take current action based on a
certain strategy. ,is study utilizes ϵ-greedy policy to take
actions. Firstly, ε is assigned to a smaller value; then, a
number δ ∈ (0, 1) is randomly generated. If δ satisfies
equation (13), adaptive traffic signal lights will select the red
time split with the highestQ value; otherwise, they randomly
select a red time split.

δ < 1 − ε. (13)

Following this, the chosen red time split is input into the
DTD traffic dynamic model to obtain the state on the next
day, and then agents obtain the state. Estimated return πi can
be calculated with the following equation:

πi � Rei
+ cmaxaq si, a

∗
c ; w( . (14)

πi consists of two parts: the first part is the accurate
reward value, which is derived from the DTD dynamic
model; the second part is the estimated maximum value
based on the CNN. Here, a∗ is the action to maximize the
current Q value.

(4) Updating Parameters. ,e estimation of the Q value for
the red time split requires to achieve better accuracy by
updating the parameters of the CNN. At each time step,
based on the interactions of actions, we update the pa-
rameters of the CNN by reducing the value of the following
equation:

1
G


i∈G

ui − Q ac, s: w(  
2
, (15)

where G is the batch number. ,e CNN conducts gradient
descent every time with multiple data batches. Here,
updating parameters is to make estimated return close to the
Q value predicted by the CNN.

(5) Experience Replay and Target Network. In order to in-
crease the stability and expedite the convergence speed of the
algorithm, the deep Q-network (DQN) algorithm with ex-
perience replay and the target network is utilized.

Experience replay is a technique that stabilizes the
probability distribution of the experience, which may
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Figure 1: ,e deep Q-learning model used in the study.
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improve the stability of training. Experience replay mainly
consists of two key steps: storage and sampling replay.

Storage: store the track in the form of
〈St, Act

, Ret+1
, St+1〉

Sampling replay: use random sampling to take one or
more pieces of experiences from the storage

,e target network is a network with exactly the same
structure with the original neural network (ONN) but out of
the ONN. ,e ONN is named as the evaluation network
(EN). In the process of updating weight, only the weight of
the EN is updated, but the weight of the target network is not
updated. Since, during a period of time, when the target
network does not change, the estimated return is relatively
fixed; hence, the target network increases the stability for
learning.

2.1.3. Be Simulation of the ASC Strategy Based on a Doubly
Dynamic Learning Framework. ,e components described
in the previous two sections are formed into a complete
doubly dynamic learning framework. ,is novel ASC with
the doubly learning framework is based on the DQN, and the
training process is presented in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, we start with random
initialization of the parameters w of the agent evaluation
network, and the target network and its parameters are set
up. In this study, the training of the DQN is performed by
Keras, which is an open-source library to provide python
interface for artificial neural networks. In the study, the
epoch is set to be 5000 times, which means the times that the
model runs to equilibrium. At each epoch loop, we first
initialize the perceived route costs with free-flow time and
assign the average link flow as the initial state. If the DTD
model is not converged, we conduct the procedures from
Step 3 to Step 10. To begin with, red time split is generated
based on theQ value in equation (12) and the ϵ-greedy policy
in (13). Following this, DTD dynamic learning starts run-
ning, network loading model in (9) is used to gain actual
route costs, route perception updating model (1) is used to
update the perceived route costs on the next day, and route
flow is determined by the route choice model shown in (2)
and (3). Afterwards, the new state and the actual route costs
on the next day are achieved with equation (4) and the
network loading model, respectively. ,e reward for the
network takes −1 if the DTDmodel is not converged. Steps 6
to 9 are introduced in detail in Section 2.1.2. Based on the
experience dataset, return can be calculated with (14), and
parameters are updated according to (15). If the model is
converged, one epoch is completed, reward takes 10000
minus RAI value, and the parameters of the target network
are updated. At the last step, if the epoch completes the
number of times set, the parameters are stored, and the
training of the DQN ends; otherwise, return to Step 2.

When the DQN finishes training, such a learning
framework including the DTD dynamic model and deep
reinforcement learning can be used to enhance the resilience
of the URN when suffering from disruptions. ,e detailed
procedures are presented in Table 2.

As can be observed from Table 2, in the study, we assume
that the disruptions take place on a given link when the URN
achieves equilibrium, which implies the stable state of the
network system. ,en, based on equation (1), perceived
route travel cost xt+1 is obtained, and route flow can be
derived based on equations (2) and (3). Following this, use
the trained DQN to generate the red time split corre-
sponding to the link flow and road capacity; according to
equation (10), the red time split is incorporated into the
DTD model, and then based on network loading model in
(9), actual route costs on the next day can be gained. If the
model achieves equilibrium, the simulation ends; otherwise,
return to Step 2. Table 2 exhibits how the proposed ASC
strategy based on the DTD dynamic model with deep re-
inforcement learning adjusts the red time split to enhance
the resilience of the URN suffering from disruptions.

2.2. Two ExistingAdaptive Signal Controls. To date, there are
two main existing adaptive signal control (ASC) strategies.
,e first is an equisaturation policy [22] which is one of the
oldest signal controls used to adjust traffic, and the second
one is a P0 policy [26, 27, 31], which is less conventional and
more recent. ,e core of both signal controls is to calculate
the red/green time based on the traffic delays in the as-
signment models.

2.2.1. Equisaturation Signal Policy. Equisaturation policy is
regarded as one of the most widely adopted conventional
signal-setting methods used in traffic engineering to handle
combined traffic assignment and control (CTAC) problems
[51]. Webster [22] originally proposed the equisaturation
signal control policy, which stipulates

link red − time cost �
xi

gli
sai

�
xi

1 − rli
 sai

�
xi

sai
− rlsai

,

(16)

where sai
is the saturation flow on link i, gli

and rli
are the

green time split and red time split on link i, respectively (they
are dimensionless), and xi is the flow on link i.

Red time split based on equisaturation can be written as
follows:

rli
� 1 − ziτ, iε(1, . . . , n), rli

ε[0, 1], (17)

where zi � (xi/sai
) and τ � (1/(z1 + z2 + . . . + zn)); n de-

notes the number of incoming links for a general road
junction controlled by signals. For the detailed mathematical
derivation process, refer to Shang [1].

,en, the link flow is updated by adding extra flow in
terms of red time split [52]:

xi←xi + ϑrli
xi, iε(1, . . . , n), (18)

where ϑ is a constant multiplier, and in this study, ϑ takes 1.

2.2.2. P0 Signal Policy. Compared to the equisaturation
policy, the P0 policy, introduced by Smith [27, 31], is more
recent and specifically designed for use in CTAC modelling
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[51]. ,e P0 policy also assumes that red times may cause
additional link delays that may be captured through some
extra flow units on the relevant links. Let the augmented link
flow be xi + siri; the link red-time cost can be shown as
follows:

link red − time cost � sai
bi xi + sai

rli
 , (19)

where bi is the nondecreasing link delay function (such as
the BPR function).

According to the P0 policy, the red time split can be
deduced in the following way:

rli
�

Ki

������������������

μ − sai
Ai / sai

AiBi  
φ



− xi

sai

,

∀i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, rli
ε[0, 1],

(20)

where Ki is the capacity of link i and Ai, Bi, and φ are positive
parameters of the BPR link performance function. Here, μ
can be obtained from the following algebraic equation:



n

i�1

Ki

������������������

μ − sai
Ai / sai

AiBi  
φ



− xi

sai

� n − 1. (21)

Here, for detailed mathematical derivation process, refer
to Shang’s work [1].

In addition to these two existing adaptive signal controls,
we also utilize a fixed time signal control for comparisons
with other ASC strategies. Apparently, the fixed time signal
control implies that the red and green time split are equal
within one signal phase.

2.3. Relative Area Index (RAI). In this study, resilience is
measured based on two KPIs: robustness and rapidity of
recovery, as described in Section 1. Here, the rapidity of
recovery relates to the speed at which the network reaches a
new equilibrium that is not necessarily the same as the
previous one if the disruption is not removed and/or the
network capacity is not restored. ,erefore, rapidity of re-
covery can be quantified as the time between the day of the
disruption and the time when the new equilibrium state is

Table 1: ,e training of the DQN.

Step 1 Initialize the parameters w of the agent evaluation network (EN) Q(s, ac: w); assign w to the parameters w∗ of the target network
Q∗(s, ac: w∗); set the training times epoch and the batch number G; set epoch� 0

Step 2 Set epoch� epoch+ 1. Assign the free-flow costs of all routes as the initial perceived route costs of drivers; initialize the state st of
the DTD dynamic model, and set t � 0

Step 3 While (DTD model does not reach convergence)
Step 4 Based on equations (12) and (13), generate actions Ac

Step 5

According to equations (7) and (9), obtain actual route costs ct on day t based on Act
and st (link flow); according to route

perception updating process (1), update the perceived route travel cost xt+1 on day t + 1 based on perceived route cost xt and
actual route costs ct on day t; following this, determine the route flows ht+1 on day t + 1 based on route choice probability formula
(2) and route assignment equation (3); according to network loading model (9) and equation (4), the link flows ut+1 on day t + 1
(new state st+1) and the actual route costs ct+1 on day t + 1 are achieved; since the DTD model is not converged, reward ret+1

� −1
Step 6 Store the experience 〈St, Act

, Ret+1
, St+1〉 into the experience database D

Step 7 Select a batch of experience 〈si, Act
, rei+1

, si+1〉, i ∈ G, from D

Step 8 Based on equation (14), calculate the return
Step 9 According to (15), update the parameters
Step 10 Update the state, actual route cost, perceived route cost, and route flow: st+1⟶ st, ct⟶ ct+1, ht⟶ ht+1, and xt⟶ xt+1

Step 11 When the equilibrium is reached, reward re takes 10000-RAI, and the RAI is derived from (23); update the parameters of the target
network, w⟶ w∗. One epoch ends

Step 12 If epoch does not reach the set times, return to Step 2; otherwise, store the parameters w∗, and the training of the DQN ends

Table 2: Procedures for the proposed doubly dynamic learning framework.

Step 1 On day t, start with the equilibrium state of the URN under DTD dynamics, and add different levels of capacity reduction on links

Step 2 Based on the perceived route cost xt and actual route cost ct on day t, update the perceived route travel cost xt+1 on day t + 1 by
performing DTD dynamic learning process (1)

Step 3 Based on route choice probability formula (2) and route assignment equation (3), determine the flow on all routes ht+1 on day t + 1

Step 4
Obtain link flow ut+1 on day t + 1 by using formula (4); based on the current state (link flow and capacity), utilize the trained DQN
to output the action (red time split); following this, integrate the action into the DTD model by using equation (10), and then

achieve the actual route cost ct+1 on day t + 1 by performing network loading (9)
Step 5 If convergence condition (22) is satisfied, stop; otherwise, return to Step 2
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reached. In our study, we use the following equation to
determine whether the equilibrium is reached:

ht − ht−1
����

����

ht−1
����

����
≤ ρ, (22)

where ht is the set of route flow on day t and ρ is an extreme
small value and takes 0.001 here. In the study, all experi-
ments follow this way to determine the equilibrium.

,e system evolution is illustrated in Figure 2, where a
hypothetical disruption occurs on day t1. Before the dis-
ruption, the network traffic is at equilibrium with a constant
total travel cost across different days. Immediately after the
disruption, the network-wide travel cost is likely to increase
followed by a slight decrease before traffic reaches a new
equilibrium on day t3, as can be seen from Figure 2. In the
simple case of Figure 2, the rapidity can be presented as the
duration of the period between t1 and t3. Meanwhile, ro-
bustness can relate to the resistance in a system to maintain
its functionality after disturbance occurs. In this study, the
network functionality is equated to the system-wide total
travel cost, and robustness can be shown as the total travel
cost on each day.

When the traffic network suffers from disruptions, the
total cost of the network will evolve accordingly. As indi-
cated in Figure 2, right after the disruption, the cost increases
but is then likely to reduce as a result of adaptive routing of
travellers and improved system efficiency thereafter.

Based on the above descriptions, resilience can be
presented by the shadow area in Figure 2, which captures
both features of robustness and rapidity. In order to quantify
these two characteristics of resilience when URNs are subject
to different levels of disruptions, a relative area index (RAI)
is utilized here, which was first proposed by Shang et al. [53],
as shown in the following:

RAI � 
t3

t1
we(t).

TC(t) − TC t1(  

TC t1( 
dt, (23)

where we(t) is the weight representing the effects of the
disruption on each day. In some studies [53], the weight
ranges from 10 to 1 based on the consideration of the
cascading effects caused by consecutive capacity reductions.
,is study mainly focuses on the local capacity degradation
occurring on a certain day, which is assumed to be consistent
during the period of capacity degradation. Here, therefore,
all weights we take 1.

In this study, RAI represents the running cost during
recovery.,is index assesses the cumulative loss of efficiency
as a result of the disruption and is used in this study to
measure the network’s resilience. A larger RAI implies a less
resilient URN.

3. Numerical Study

In this section, a small network is considered for the
numerical study (as shown in Figure 3). ,e network
consists of 9 nodes and 12 links, and there are 1000
travellers on the network. Only one origin-destination
(OD) pair (from node a to node i) is taken into account,

and six routes exist in the network: a⟶ b⟶ c⟶
f⟶ i (route 1), a⟶ d⟶ e⟶ f⟶ i (route 2),
a⟶ b⟶ e⟶ f⟶ i (route 3), a⟶ d⟶ g⟶
h⟶ i (route 4), a⟶ d ⟶ e⟶ h⟶ i (route 5),
and a ⟶ b⟶ e⟶ h⟶ i (route 6). ,e other
modelling parameters used for the BPR functions are
summarized in Table 3.

Days

To
ta

l c
os

t

RAI

TC (t2)

TC (t3)

TC (t1)

t1 t2 t3

Figure 2: Evolution of the total travel cost before and after the
disruption.

a

d

g

b

e

h

c

f

i

1 3

2 4 5

6 8

7 9 10

11 12

Figure 3: Signal control used in the intersection of the network.

Table 3: Link parameters of the small network.

Link ID A B φ Ka

1 25 0.15 4 1000
2 25 0.15 4 1000
3 25 0.15 4 1000
4 25 0.15 4 1000
5 25 0.15 4 1000
6 25 0.15 4 1000
7 25 0.15 4 1000
8 25 0.15 4 1000
9 25 0.15 4 1000
10 25 0.15 4 1000
11 25 0.15 4 1000
12 25 0.15 4 1000
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Here, link 9 is assumed to be subject to different levels of
disruptions, and we use 25%, 50%, and 75% capacity deg-
radation to represent the mild, moderate, and severe dis-
ruptions. In this numerical study, the network is assumed to
experience two stages: predisruption and postdisruption.
Before the disruption, the network system reaches at
equilibrium, which represents the normal state of the net-
work. Once disruptions occur, four types of traffic signal
control strategies are implemented: the proposed ASC,
equisaturation, P0, and fixed time. After the disruption, the
network will reach a new equilibrium with signal controls.
,e resulting network performance, as well as the resilience,
is analysed in detail.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the network is controlled
by traffic lights. Traffic signal control strategies are employed
to react to the daily variation of network traffic flows. ,is is
done by adjusting the green/red split for different ap-
proaches at relevant junctions. ,e rationale for this
mechanism is that the time splits can respond to the delays
caused by the disruptions, thereby reducing the flow fluc-
tuation as well as the network-wide delay. Given that a signal
control is needed only when there are conflicting approaches
at a junction, in the case of the small network, signals are
only considered at nodes e, f, and h (see Figure 3). Regarding
the adaptive signal control (ASC) strategies, the equisatu-
ration control policy, the P0 control policy, and the pro-
posed ASC based on DRL are employed, and we may recap
these from Section 2.

3.1. Traffic Evolution with Different Signal Control Strategies.
,is numerical study mainly utilizes ASC as a main tool to
induce drivers choose alternative routes, so as to mitigate the
congestion caused by different levels of disruptions, namely,
to improve the resilience of the network against disruptions.
In the numerical example, the drivers’ perceptions on dif-
ferent routes are initially set to be equal to their free-flow
time. We use the methodology presented in Section 2 to
carry out the simulation. In the study, we assume that
different levels of disruptions take place when the initial
equilibrium is obtained; thereafter, the ASC adjusts the red/
green time split to respond to such unexpected disruptions.
Here, we need to emphasize that the difference of the days
for adding disruptions does not affect the results related to
the resilience, and the shadow area under the curve between
t1 (the day when the initial equilibrium is obtained) and t3
(the day when the new equilibrium is obtained), as shown in
Figure 2, is our main focus.

Based on the simulations, the resulting route costs, route
flows, and network-wide total cost over time are presented in
Figures 4–7, and each one corresponds to a signal control
(e.g., the proposed ASC, equisaturation, P0, and fixed time).

3.1.1. Equisaturation Control Strategy. Figure 4 presents
how the route costs, route flows, and network-wide total
costs evolve when equisaturation is used to adjust red/green
split so as to control the traffic after different levels of
disruptions. In this case, drivers adjust their route

perceptions and choices based on actual link costs where red
time split is added as extra flow, and the red time split of the
equisaturation signal control is derived from equation (17).
As can be seen from Figure 4, the network starts with an
arbitrary configuration of route flows and reaches an
equilibrium state. ,e red vertical line represents the time
when the disruptions occur and initial equilibrium is bro-
ken, and the black vertical line denotes the time of the at-
tainment of a new equilibrium. With equisaturation signal
control, the route costs and route flow do not react sig-
nificantly to the minor disruption (25% capacity reduction),
and the network takes approximately 40 days to converge to
a new equilibrium. For the moderate and severe disruptions,
the fluctuations of both route costs and route flow are more
significant than those under mild disruption, and the net-
work also takes longer days to reach a new equilibrium. ,e
third column shows that the more severe the disruption, the
more significant the increase of total cost, and the total cost
at the new equilibrium is further deviated from the original
equilibrium as the disruption is more severe.

3.1.2. P0 Control Strategy. As can be seen from Figure 5, the
route costs, route flows, and network-wide total cost evolve
over time when the P0 signal control is utilized to mitigate
the congestion and delay caused by different levels of dis-
ruptions. In this case, red time split added into the link cost
as extra delay is derived from equation (20). As we can see,
when the network is subject to 25% capacity reduction
(mild), the route costs, route flows, and total cost are less
affected, and the network takes shorter days (19 days) to
reach a new equilibrium under the influence of the P0 signal
control, which is shorter than that under the equisaturation
signal control. For moderate and severe disruptions, the
route costs significantly increase and then reach stability,
and the fluctuations on route flows are more significant.
Compared to the case where the equisaturation signal
control is employed, the network takes shorter days to reach
equilibrium in these scenarios. ,rough the observation and
analysis from Figures 4 and 5, it is concluded that the P0
signal control is superior to equisaturation in enhancing the
resilience of the network experiencing all levels of
disruptions.

3.1.3. DRL Control Strategy. When the proposed ASC is
employed, in order to more clearly exhibit the evolution of
route costs, route flow, and total cost under disruptions, we
mainly present the curves after the equilibrium is broken. As
can be seen from Figure 6, for 50% and 75% capacity re-
duction, route costs, route flows, and total cost are less
fluctuated when the disruptions occur compared to the
previous traditional ASC, and it also seems that the network
takes shorter days to attain new equilibrium than the
equisaturation signal control and similar days compared to
the P0 signal control. For minor disruption, we can see that
route costs, route flows, and total cost are less fluctuated than
those under moderate and severe disruptions, and the speed
of converging to new equilibrium is similar with the case
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Figure 4: Evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost under different levels of disruptions when the equisaturation ASC is employed.
First row (from (a) to (c)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 25%; second row
(from (d) to (f )): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 50%; third row (from (g) to (i)):
the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 75%.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost evolution under different levels of disruptions when the P0 ASC is employed.
First row (from (a) to (c)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 25%; second row
(from (d) to (f )): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 50%; third row (from (g) to (i)):
the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 75%.
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using the P0 signal control. In addition, we can see from
Figure 6 that the increase in the total cost is more significant
when more severe disruption takes places, and the total cost
at the new approximation equilibrium is further deviated
from the original approximation equilibrium.

3.1.4. Fixed Time Control Strategy. In order to compare these
adaptive signal controls with the traditional signal strategy, a
fixed time signal control is utilized. As can be seen from
Figure 7, for all levels of disruptions, the utilization of the fixed
time signal control apparently gives rise to significant
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Figure 6: Evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost evolution under different levels of disruptions when the ASC based on DRL is
employed. First row (from (a) to (c)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 25%;
second row (from (d) to (f )): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 50%; third row
(from (g) to (i)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 75%.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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fluctuations of route costs, route flows, and total cost and also
causes longer days to reach new equilibrium compared to
equisaturation, P0, andDRL.,e explanation for this is that the
fixed time signal control cannot dynamically adjust red/green
time split based on the flow distribution in the network, while
P0, DRL, and equisaturation can automatically adjust signal
timings based on certain learning rules.

,rough the observations fromFigures 4–7, we can see that
the route costs, route flows, and network-wide total costs evolve
over time as different types of signal controls are employed,
respectively. For moderate and severe disruptions, ASC based
on DRL shows the most efficient learning mechanism on
improving resilience of the road network among four types of
signal controls, although the case where P0 is employed for
mild disruption presents better results. ,e quantitative results
for all signal controls are presented in Table 4.

3.2. Resilience Analysis with Different Signal Control
Strategies. In this study, rapidity of recovery and robustness
can be regarded as key performance indicators (KPIs) of

resilience. In order to quantify these two KPIs with one
comprehensive index, we utilize RAI to access resilience of the
network against disruptions, as introduced in Section 2.3.

Adaptive signal control is widely used to improve the
performance of URNs and thus to mitigate congestion and
delays by adjusting the red/green time split based on in-
formation on route costs [54]. In the previous section, the
brief discussions regarding how route costs, route flow, and
total cost of the network evolve under different ASC
strategies when the network is subject to different levels of
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Figure 7: Evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost evolution under different levels of disruptions when the fixed time signal control
is employed. First row (from (a) to (c)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 25%;
second row (from (d) to (f )): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 50%; third row
(from (g) to (i)): the evolution of route costs, route flow, and total cost when the capacity of link 9 reduces by 75%.

Table 4: RAIs under different levels of disruptions with different
signal controls.

Capacity reduction
Signal control

RAI
Equisaturation P0 DRL Fixed time

25% 0.0136 0.0037 0.0143 0.0731
50% 0.1481 0.0794 0.0536 0.8847
75% 1.8156 0.4087 0.2691 4.6031
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disruptions are presented, and a quantitative evaluation and
analysis of resilience under different ASCs is conducted here
based on the RAI. ,e results are summarized in Table 4. In
addition, Figure 8 is also presented to visually observe the
resilience of the network under different ASC strategies.

As can be seen from Table 4, in the case of 25% capacity
reduction caused by a mild disruption, P0 signal control has
the minimum RAI, which means that the P0 signal strategy is
the most efficient in adjusting traffic flow so as to achieve the
best resilience when the network suffers from the mild dis-
ruption, while the fixed time signal control achieves the worst
resilience, and the RAI values for the fixed time signal control
are much larger than those for ASC strategies. Apparently,
since the fixed time signal control lacks dynamical mecha-
nisms to adjust red/green time split based on variations of link
flow, it shows the worst ability to improve the performance of
URNs when suffering from different levels of disruptions.

In the scenario of the network suffering from moderate
(50%) and severe (75%) disruptions, we can see that the ASC
based onDRL expedites the network to achieve fastest recovery
to normal (equilibrium) state after disruptions. It seems that
the proposed novel doubly dynamic learning framework is very
efficient in managing the traffic whenmore serious disruptions
occur. ,e comparisons of different signal controls on im-
proving resilience can also be visually presented in Figure 8.

To summarize, compared to the fixed time signal control,
ASC strategies always perform better in improving the
resilience of the road network when suffering from different
levels of disruptions. ,is result is expected since ASC
strategies tend to adjust red/green time split dynamically
based on the traffic flow on the roads rather than equally
assigning red/green time split in a static way. In addition, the
proposed ASC outperforms other traditional ones in sce-
narios of moderate and severe disruptions, although a little
worse than the P0 signal control when experiencing mild
disruption. ,is suggests that the doubly dynamic learning
framework consisting of DTD dynamic learning and deep
reinforcement learning is able to efficiently adjust red/green
time split globally in response to the disruptions which may

cause greater destructions of URNs, and our results shed
light on the advantages of the proposed adaptive signal
control dealing with unexpected major emergencies com-
pared to others.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Given increasing number of natural disasters and emer-
gencies, resilience of URNs has received increasing atten-
tion. In order to improve the resilience of URNs when
experiencing different levels of disruptions, this study
proposes a novel adaptive signal control (ASC) strategy
based on a doubly dynamic learning framework, which
combines the DTD traffic dynamic model with deep rein-
forcement learning (DRL). ,is novel signal control takes
into account the drivers’ day-to-day learning process on
route perceptions and ASC’s learning mechanism on the
flow distributions. In the study, red time split is regarded as
extra flow, which can be incorporated into the network
loading process. ,rough this way, the signal control
strategies can be incorporated into the DTD dynamic model.
We also utilize two existing adaptive signal controls: P0 and
equisaturation and fixed time signal controls to compare
with the proposed ASC. In the study, a small URN is used as
a numerical example. ,e results show that three adaptive
signal controls perform much better than the fixed time
signal control in terms of improving the resilience when the
network is subject to mild, moderate, and severe disruptions,
and particularly, the proposed ASC suggests an apparent
advantage of the combination of DTD dynamic learning and
DRL in improving resilience of the network suffering from
moderate and severe disruptions, which may provide
valuable insights on the traffic management of URNs in
response to major emergencies.

In the future, this research may be extended from several
ways. Firstly, this study is limited by the capabilities of
computational architecture and algorithms. In particular,
this work utilizes a small network as a numerical study,
which is appropriate for training and computing based on
the proposed doubly dynamic learning framework. In the
future, the use of high-performance computing including
parallel/distributed computing and GPU could be consid-
ered as means to expedite the training and computational
procedures. More computationally efficient models and
algorithms can be considered as well, such as link-based
traffic assignment models, as opposed to the path-based
models that require path enumeration and that do not scale
well when the network size increases. In addition, the DTD
traffic dynamic model used in this study only considers the
route flow and cost evolution from a macrotemporal
granularity (days), which means that it does not explicitly
incorporate the microtemporal dimension in network flow
propagation. One of the consequences is the lack of ac-
countability for real-time information provision, which
plays a critical role in network and congestion management
under external stress. In the future, one important extension
of this work is the dynamic modelling of traffic networks,
which considers the within-day fluctuation of network
conditions such as traffic flow, congestion, and controls. In

25 50 75
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Figure 8: Comparisons of resilience for the small network under
different levels of disruptions with different signal controls.
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addition to these, the network’s performance before, during,
and after the disruptions is considered in this study, but the
recovery phase of network capacity is completely ignored.
However, in reality, once the disruptions occur, the resto-
ration of network capacity becomes an immediate concern,
which may involve many topics including network stability,
resource allocation, and infrastructure management.
,erefore, in the future, exploring the resilience of URNs
during the recovery phase with adaptive signal controls will
be an interesting area.
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